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Free courtesy info to save, copy, post, distribute, share... recycle, reuse, recreate, restore, reduce

Save $450,000 on average...

www.autobuyology.org

“Don’t Have a CAR, Man!”

With the lifetime average cost for automobile ownership and operation now accellerating past
$400,000 (more than twice the cost of median priced American homes), wouldn’t it be nice to just
be able to go carless and bank the difference and compound the interest... to put the brakes on car
deal dings...?
Women and minorities pay more on average for auto sales and service due to bias.

While auto alternatives may work for many auto addicts and car slaves and the carfree, many of
us with lives need automobiles to make our lives work.
Fraud alone in auto sales and service sales costs at least $22 billion annually in America.

The tricks to car sales and service deal sanity and survival in the new “Gobble” Economy, is to
drive a hard bargain, and deal defensively, and minimize the costly dings in car deals, which costs
American consumers tens of billions of dollars annually in unearned auto industry profits due to
unfair, manipulative and fraudulent auto sales and service practices.
Odometer fraud is a $10 billion annual business in America.

Fraud alone in auto sales and service practices costs consumers more than $22 billion annually.
Odometer fraud is a $10 billion/year business in America. Unfair and manipulative auto deal
tricks cost consumers tens of billions more.
40% of auto repairs are unnecessary, costing consumers $40 billion annually in America.

The trick to car deal sanity and survial is “Don’t Have A CAR, Man!”, if possible, or to learn
to avoid the costly traditional car deal tricks and mistakes, and to make the elementarily academic
“Car-Deal-Literacy-to-Library-Connection, and pick up a book or two at your library on
how to buy, operate, and maintain automobiles without getting taken for the classic car deal ride
every time.
70% of tested auto mechanics in California were unable to make routine repairs.

Waiting until you need another car or to have one serviced again, before becoming car deal
literate, may be your next car deal mistake. There are several good books available at libraries
and bookstores, so there is simply no excuse for anyone to continue to make the same car deal
mistakes time after time.
Consumers may save $450,000 over 40 years by keeping a new car 10 years or longer.

Pass along the Car-Deal-Literacy-to-Library-Connection financial aid tip to your family,
friends, students, teachers, bosses, employees, clients, customers and others. Erasing Chronic Car
Deal Illiteracy Syndromewhich is at epidemic levels in America is a community responsiblity.
which down the road, will benefit us all.
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A Free, non-commerical rEvolutionary auto consumes’ driver’s ed resource is: www.autobuyology.org

CARveat Emptor©
Buyer Beware -- Tricks of the Great American Car Deal
It isn’t pretty. Its chaotic. It kicks car deal exhaust pipe for individual, family, and village values.

Find it by name On-line: Buying or servicing an auto? “CARveat Emptor:” Buyer: Beware.
Support alternative transportation resources, as even auto addicts and car slaves benefit when we
all have auto alternatives available. Support smart growth and auto alternative measures and
projects, and “Just, Don’t Have a CAR, Man!”, and pocket and invest the changes...

